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the translation is amazing. i was not expecting it to be as good as it was, but it
really is. seeing the original scenario and dialogue and having a translation is
something that you would have to pay hundreds of dollars for in japan, and for
the most part, higurashi when they cry hou is entirely free. not only is the text
free to read, but there are fully voiced dialogue and simple character art. the only
major complaint that i have is that the program automatically pauses the story,
forcing players to wait an extra three or four seconds before the next button can
be pressed. other than that, the translation is superb. of course, if you havent
read the original, it will be difficult to understand what is being said, but if you do
a bit of research before you play, youll be able to understand a large portion of
what is going on. higurashi when they cry hou is also a brilliant visual novel. like
the original, the game is set in the sleepy town of hinamizawa, where keiichi and
his family moved from tokyo after the death of his father. the story revolves
around keiichi and his father, who own a popular ramen restaurant in
hinamizawa. their ramen shop is where keiichi meets some of the girls in the
class with him, and they soon find themselves becoming good friends. as keiichi
continues to get to know the girls, he learns that they are not normal, and that
they are being targeted by a mysterious hooded man called the tatarigoroshi who
has a vendetta against the town. the girls even seem to have developed some
sort of power, and it seems that the tatarigoroshi is the one controlling them. as
keiichi and the girls try to figure out why, the story proceeds on in a rather
surreal, and sometimes even tragic, fashion.
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